Horticulturist I

Certified Arbor Care has served the Texas Hill Country in providing quality professional services since 2006. We offer health benefits through Blue Cross Blue Shield of Texas as well as retirement planning through Fidelity SIMPLE IRA. For more information on our team, please see our website: [www.certifiedarborcare.net](http://www.certifiedarborcare.net).

We have a new position open to serve a single client. Your job will be to assist the Division Lead with operations and customer service for this client.

Job Interest Requirements:

- Learning Irrigation and becoming a Licensed Irrigator
- Learning Plant Species and Plant Health Care
- Becoming an ISA Certified Arborist
- Learn and Obtain TDA Comm Applicator License
- Learning Proper Planting Techniques for our area

Baseline Requirements:

- Able to work outside in the heat and cold
- Able to make decisions and problem solve under pressure
- Able to think about and develop future processes and new innovations
- Able to understand and implement the level of customer service necessary
- Willing to teach and assist the crews
- MUST be willing to work in the field with the crew guys and to operate equipment. We can train you on the equipment. Working in the field with the team is mandatory.

A degree in Horticulture or Plant Sciences is helpful for this position. You will be expected to learn on the job Spanish, but the team will teach you. We are looking for a very specific self driven, motivated, willing to learn individual. This job is not for everyone, but it is very rewarding.

Send resumes to [jason@certifiedarborcare.net](mailto:jason@certifiedarborcare.net) and [lee@certifiedarborcare.net](mailto:lee@certifiedarborcare.net)